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Project Summary
Breast cancer detection through the use of Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) hasbeen proposed for a number of years. Typically in an EIT or when in use in breast cancerdetection, Electrical Impedance Mammography (EIM) system, the patient interface is thatof electrodes. Positive and negative sinusoidal signals are injected into a patient multipletimes at multiple frequencies, recording the developed surface voltages that naturallydevelop from the impedance of the body. A 2D or 3D reconstruction and visualisation ofthe impedance distribution is possible through the use of the recorded voltage amplitudeand phase. Higher resolution images are achieved through higher electrode density (i.e.smaller electrode distance). Furthermore, tissue has a characteristic frequency response,which can be recorded if different injection frequencies are utilised. The higher thefrequency, the deeper the signal can penetrate into tissue and deeper through the cellularstructures, potentially leading to tissue characterisation through its frequency response.
Our group has suggested a unique combined EIT and ultrasound multimodal imagingsystem to detect breast cancer. This will use an EIT system to initially scan the breast,combining this parametric data with the high-resolution images of ultrasound to give amore accurate diagnosis. The prototype, known as V2, was functional but performedpoorly, especially with respect to the signal to noise ratio. Images generated with thissystem were unclear. My role within the group was to analyze the performance of the V2system and research best practice methods to improve the existing design, taking intoconsideration the intricacies of EIT hardware design and the targeted application. Theimprovements I suggested were incorporated into the V3 system, which was thencompared with the V2 system, and showed significant performance improvement.
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11.0 Introduction
1.1 The clinical need
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women worldwide, with an estimated1,443,421 new cases diagnosed and an estimated mortality rate of 478,888 in 2010[1]. In the United States alone it is estimated that in 2012 226,870 women willhave been diagnosed with breast cancer and 39,510 will die from the disease [2]. Itis widely believed that treatment at an earlier stage of cancer progression willreduce breast cancer mortality making early detection crucial in fighting breastcancer. Currently mammography is the most common method used for breastcancer detection.
1.2 Characteristics of breast cancer cells
Breast cancer is an uncontrolled growth of cells originating from breast tissue due to
mutations, or abnormal changes in the genes responsible for regulating the growth of
cells, forming a mass called a tumour. A tumour has an increased electrical conductivity
compared to normal tissue due to higher cellular water and salt content. [3] This
increased electrical conductivity is the characteristic that the EIM system is designed to
detect.
21.3 Existing modalities
Essentially a mammogram is a low-dose (0.1 to 0.2 rad per image) x-ray systemwhich concentrates on breast imaging. The breast is compressed against aplatform exposing the breast to a small dose of ionizing radiation to produce evenimages at multiple angles. The images are then produced either on film or digitally[4]. There are several drawbacks to using mammography breast cancer detection.One drawback is that analysis is subjective and there can be inconsistency betweenradiologists [5].
It can also be harder to detect abnormalities linked with tumours in young womenas they tend to have denser breast tissue [6]. Mammography lacks adequatespecificity (probability that the test correctly determines there is no disease) forcancer detection, which can cause both false-positive and false-negative results [7].A false-positive result is where the biopsy tissue is in fact benign. As much as 75%of all breast lesions that are biopsied turn out to be benign. A false-negative resultis where screening fails to detect a cancerous tumour, this can happen in 5% to17% of cases [5].
Another drawback is that the high cost of the mammography does not allow forwidespread use in developing countries where there was an estimated 691,521new cases diagnosed and an estimated mortality rate of 269,048 in 2008 [1]. TheElectrical impedance mammography system described within this paper is arelatively cheap technology by comparison costing in the region of £10,000 to£20,000.
3This system is non invasive and does not expose the breast to ionizing radiation,which can damage breast tissue. Currently both Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI) and Ultrasound are recommended for use in addition to mammography inwomen under the age of 40 years for whom mammography is less sensitive due tohaving denser breast tissue or for women with approximately 20% to 25% orgreater lifetime risk of breast cancer [8].
Magnetic Resonance Imaging does have a high sensitivity (probability that the testcorrectly identifies the disease) for cancer detection which has generally beengreater than 90% but with varying estimates to its specificity. Commonly longeracquisition times are required for higher resolution but this gives a reduction inspecificity. Compared with mammography it is more time-consuming andexpensive and the examination can be uncomfortable for the patient [9].
Initially ultrasound’s use in breast cancer detection was to differentiate betweencystic and solid lesions. This then progressed to distinguishing between benignand malignant solid lesions and can now detect microcalcifications by assessingthe vascularity of tumours. [5]. One drawback of ultrasound is that the quality ofthe examination and analysis of results are relative to the skills of the operator andthe equipment being used, and can therefore vary [10].
41.4 Electrical Impedance Mammography
The use of EIM in combination with other imaging modalities has previously beenput forward [11] such as x-ray mammography [12] and in the case of our group,ultrasound. Our group has built a unique non invasive combined EIM andultrasound multimodal imaging system to detect breast cancer. This will use anEIM system to initially scan the breast, combining this parametric data with thehigh-resolution images of ultrasound to give a more accurate diagnosis. Thissystem does not expose the breast to ionizing radiation like mammography whichcan be damaging to breast tissue.
1.5 The development of EIT and EIM
In 1664 Robert Hooke discovered cells whilst looking at thin slices of cork under amicroscope [13]. 185 years later Peltier recorded that cells from tissue havecapacitance and can store electrical energy [14]. Hermann observed in 1872 thatthe electrical resistance measured across freshly excised muscle taken from a frogwas approximately 7 times that of the resistance when measuring along the samemuscle as the muscle died [15]. Crucially for the theory of Electrical ImpedanceTomography (EIT) this was followed in 1923 when Grant found that tumour cellshad a lower resistivity compared to normal cells at low frequency [16].  Shortlyafter, Fricke and Morse found significant difference of capacitance betweenmalignant breast tumours and normal tissues [17].
5Further research on resistivity was carried out by Geddes and Baker (1967), whoreviewed the emerging research into the resistance of tissues and the electricalresistivity of blood, other bodily fluids, cardiac muscle, skeletal muscle, lung,kidney, liver, spleen, pancreas, nervous tissue, fat, bone, and other miscellaneoustissues [18]. In 1975, Denniston and Baker used electrode arrays to measurechanges in the electrical impedance of the thorax. They infused and withdrewsaline, plasma, or blood from the right, left, or both hemithoraxes and discoveredthat there was a linear correlation in impedance changes with the volume ofinfused fluid [19].
Three years later, Henderson and Webster designed and built a system which theycalled an impedance camera to produce electrical impedance images of the thorax[20]. Then in 1984 the first practical medical EIT system was created at SheffeldUniversity by David Barber and Brian Brown. The system comprised of 16electrodes and applied a constant AC current at 50kHz. They used the backprojection method to generate what is generally regarded as the first successfulEIT vivo Image [21]. The Sheffield research group were also the first to build aclinical EIT system [22].
Since then many research groups have worked on EIT, increasing its potential andnumber of applications in the field. EIT has been used to image many other areasincluding brain [23] lung [24-26], heart [27] and used to assess human bodycomposition [28]. It has also been used to for abdominal EIT and to detect acuteintra-abdominal haemorrhage [29, 30] as well as cellular images [31-34]. Howeverwe are concerned with breast EIT. [35-43].
61.6 The Theory of EIT
The most common EIT system injects an AC current into the patient throughelectrodes. This is because biological tissue is an ionic conductor, meaningelectrical charge is passed though free ions in suspension in solutions, if a directcurrent is passed through an ionized solution, it will cause the electrodes topolarize. In effect what occurs is as the current passes a double layer of ions isquickly deposited at each electrode which acts as an insulator and prevents thecurrent from passing [44]
The system will then read back the developed potential difference through othersurrounding electrodes. This process can be repeated a number of times over arange of frequencies with different electrodes driving and receiving. The measureddeveloped potential differences are then read back and the voltage and in somecases phase shift of these voltages are used to build a 2D or 3D image of theanalysed area. This process is often referred to as the forward and inverseproblems.
The EIT forward problem is to determine the developed potential difference on thesurface of the analyzed area, given the conductivity or permittivity distributioninside the analyzed subject area by injecting a known signal current source orvoltage.
7The inverse problem is to reconstruct an image by fitting the forward model to theconductivity or permittivity measurements made during the scan. There have beenseveral image reconstruction algorithms developed for this purpose.
Different frequencies aid in measuring different depths of tissue. Our groupssystem works between 100Hz and 10MHz with a constant 1mA AC current at 1mVpeak to peak. The higher the frequency the deeper the signal can penetrate intotissue as higher frequencies can penetrate the cells easier than the lowerfrequencies and therefore uses less energy travelling to the same destination. Arepresentation of this is shown in Fig 1.0 where the line representing the lowerfrequencies takes a longer route around the cells to arrive at the same point as theline representing the higher frequencies, which passes through the cells. [44]
Fig 1.0 shows the path higher and lower frequencies take through tissue. On the left lower frequency
signal takes the longer route around the capacitive components of the tissue and on the right the
signal passes through the capacitive tissue
8Biological tissue is comprised of a mixture of resistive and capacitive components.The resistive components will allow current to pass regardless of frequencywhereas the capacitive component will only allow the higher frequency current topass as represented in Fig1.1 [44]
Fig 1.1 Shows a representation of the resistive and capacitive components of biological tissue. The
lower frequency signal can only take the longer resistive path whereas the higher frequency signal can
take CR path
Frequencies below 10Khz take the path through R1 at around 10kHz currentbegins to penetrate the outside layers of the cell and as the frequency increasesbetween 10 kHz and 500 kHz the current takes more and more the path throughC+R2. As the frequency increases further the effect of the capacitance is nullifieduntil full penetration occurs over 1MHz [44]
9As a general rule a sinusoidal current travelling between two electrodes will travelto a depth of about half the distance between the two electrodes. This however willvary dependant on the frequency, as previously stated the higher the frequency thebetter the signals will penetrate through the tissues of the subject under test. Thisis represented in Fig 1.2 [45]
Fig 1.2 Shows how distance and frequency affect the depth that the signal can penetrate. The higher
the frequency the deeper the signal can penetrate
To build up a 3D image the system uses a combination of increasing frequenciesand different ‘receive’ electrodes spaced at increasing distances from the ‘inject’electrode. This is represented in Fig 1.3
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Fig 1.3  Shows how a combination of distance and frequency affect the depth a signal can penetrate
increased distance combined with higher frequency will increase the depth the signal can penetrate
A tumour is denser than normal tissue as its cells are packed closer together; it isalso less resistive and capacitive. When the signal passes the cancer cells it affectsthe voltage differently to when it passes normal tissue. It also changes the time ittakes for the signal to reach the receive electrode, which causes changes in thephase. It is these differences that are used to build up the final images [46].
1.6.1 Two Electrode systems
The two electrode system uses two electrodes which when in contact with apatient form a current carrying circuit. One electrode will act as a sense electrodeand the second as counter electrode. An AC signal is applied between the sense andcounter electrodes and the resultant voltage measured including the effect of thesense/counter electrode and impedances from the measured area of the patient.There are two types of two electrode systems each having different electricalproperties. One type uses two non-polarizable electrodes and the other uses twopolarizable electrodes.
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1.6.1.1 Polarizable Electrodes System
The polarizable electrodes system uses two polarizable electrodes. When currentis applied to an ideal polarizable electrode no actual charge crosses the electrode-patient interface. The current across the interface is a displacement current andthe electrode behaves like a capacitor. Large changes of electric potential of theelectrode are generated from minor changes in current. A polarizable twoelectrodes system is best used for applying a potential difference across themeasured area of the patient. [47][48].
1.6.1.2 Non-polarizable Electrodes System
“Ideal non-polarizable electrodes allow current to pass freely through theelectrode-patient interface requiring no energy to make the transition andproducing no change in electric potential” [48]. A non-polarizable two electrodessystem is best used for measuring the potential differences in two phases, acrossthe measured area of the patient, or for passing a large current through ameasuring system. [47]. This two electrode system is the one generally used forEIM. Common types of electrode used for EIM are Ag/AgCl electrodes.Unfortunately no non-polarizable electrodes are ideal although they can approachit at lower currents. As a result, when current passes through the measured area ofthe patient the potential at the counter electrode interface varies.
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1.6.2 Three Electrode system
With the three electrode system the problem of varying potential and thecounter/patient interface is overcome by measuring the potential changes of thesense electrode independently of changes that may occur at the counter electrode.This is achieved by dividing the counter electrode into reference (which has nocurrent flow and no polarization) and auxiliary electrodes. The current flowsbetween the sense and auxiliary electrodes and by measuring the potentialreference voltage with respect to sense the admittance of sense is calculated andperformed in the system by operational amplifier in  a constant voltage,admittance reading circuit As shown in Fig 1.4 [49] [50].
Fig 1.4 The 3 electrode system demonstrating current flowing between sense and auxiliary electrodes
and a reference using the reference electrode to calculate admittance
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1.6.3 Four Electrode system
The four electrode system is the most widely used EIT measurement method anduses separate pairs of current-carrying and voltage-sensing electrodes. Constantcurrent is applied between the outer pair of electrodes and the resultant electricalpotential is recorded between the inner electrodes; this overcomes the electrodeimpedance issues and contact resistances that occur in the two electrode system.Almost no current flows in the sense so the voltage drop is particularly low makingthe system more accurate [21].
Fig 1.5 The 4 Electrode System demonstrating current applied between the outer pair of electrodes
and voltage measured at the inner electrodes
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1.7 Other EIM Research Groups
1.7.1 The Israel research group
Piperno et al from the Israel research group designed a 2D planar array EIT systemfor breast cancer detection which became known as T-SCANTM. The T-SCANTMsystem has 3 different arrangements of hand held electrode arrays. There is an 8x8rectangular grid (64 electrode) array with a footprint of 32mm by 32mm and thereare two arrays with 16x16 rectangular grids (256 electrodes). One with a footprintof 32mm by 32mm and the other with a footprint of about 72 mm by 72 mm.Thanks to its interchangeable and condensed size arrays the T-SCANTM system isapt for real time breast screening with multiple images able to be obtained andevaluated by moving the probe over areas of the breast [39] [3].
The T-SCANTM runs at a frequency range of between 100Hz and 100kHz. Adisadvantage of the condensed size arrays and the uppermost frequency of 100kHzis that the maximum depth that the system cap penetrate is only between 3 to3.5cm.  Also although at lower frequencies the system’s signal-to-noise ratios isnearly 70dB at the higher end of the range it drops to 40dB which will negativelyimpact the reconstructed image [39]. The system works by applying an alternatingelectric field in-between the patient’s arm and breast. The patient holds anelectrode (a stainless steel cylinder) and the probe is then guided over the entirebreast in a pre-defined sequence. The resulting currents are measured at each ofthe hand held array’s individual electrodes, which are held at virtual ground.
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Conductance and capacitance related maps are calculated from the measuredamplitude and phase shift of these currents; from this 3x3 data sectors arerecorded. When both breasts are scanned each displaying conductance andcapacitance, four 3x3 sector maps are created The groups results showed that thesystem was unable to detect lesions behind the nipple the system would indicate abright white spot due to decreased impedance of the nipple tissues.  This makes itdifficult to detect tumours that lie behind the nipple. [39] [3].
1.7.2 The Moscow research group
Cherepenin et al of the Moscow research group originally designed a system forbreast cancer detection comprising 256 electrodes arranged in a square matrix,which injected and measured a 10kHz signal [42]. The group found that thisarrangement of electrodes had areas where the electrodes had little contact with apatient so re-designed the layout to substantially increase the area of contact. Thenew design was a 3D planar array EIT.
The system has a circle-shaped array also comprising of 256 electrodes. Similar tothe Israeli system this system also has an electrode connected to the arm in thiscase two remote electrodes are attached via a clip to the wrist. One electrode actsas a common AC current source and the other as a reference electrode used todetect the potential difference.
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To increase the number of electrodes in contact with the breast the flat surface ofthe electrode array is pressed up against the breast, flattening it toward the chestwith tap water is used for moistening the skin [51]. The system runs at a frequencyrange of between 10kHz and 50kHz and the output from the AC current source isswitched to activate each electrode in the array, while the second remote electrodeis constantly on. The difference between the selected electrodes is measured by apotential difference detector and uses the extended back projection algorithmmethod for the 3D image reconstruction of 7 cross sections added together[42][51][52].
The group tested the performance of their system using a dielectric tank filled withwater containing immersed test objects. The tests showed consistent image resultswith regards resolution and sensitivity up to 60kHz, however at frequenciesgreater than 60kHz artefacts started to affect the image.
Attempts were made to improve the image quality by increasing the resolutiontime but with no improvement. The group determined that these artefacts werecaused by systematic errors which they put down to crosstalk. They thereforechose 50kHz as the maximum frequency of the system. Having 50kHz as themaximum operating frequency severely limits the ability of the system as at 50kHzthe signal is only just starting to penetrate the exterior of the cell wall. This limitsthe tumour detecting capabilities of the system and the depth to witch it will beable to measure [51].
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1.7.3 The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute research group
In 1989 Cheng et al introduced the complete electrode model for an EIT system atthe Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The research group went onto design a 3-Dplanar array EIT system for breast cancer detection known as the ACT 4 system,which is used in combination with X-ray to produce dual images for the twomodalities. The system uses two sets of planar electrode arrays containing 60radiolucent (allows X-ray photons to pass) rectangular electrodes on each side.[53][11].
 The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute uses the optimal current method meaningcurrents are injected through all planar electrodes into the breast and the voltageson each electrode is measured simultaneously giving uniform current distribution.This is a very good method for increasing the discernibly of malignant tumoursfrom healthy tissue [53][11].
Voltages and currents can be applied over 6 frequencies ranging from 3kHz and1MHz to each of these electrodes and the resulting currents and voltages can thenbe measured. The group’s struggled to create a current source that would sustainaccuracy over the systems frequency range due to the capacitance of the systemselectrode array which is why the voltage measurements are necessary. Anotherissue with the system is that like the Israeli configuration with its condensed sizearrays the system also suffers from poor depth resolution [53][11].
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1.7.4 The Dartmouth research group
The first generation of Dartmouth’s EIT system for breast cancer detection whichwas created by Hartov et al, and consisted of a 16 electrode circular array, whichcould be adjusted by rotation and along the length of the breast from chest wall tothe nipple. The system worked be applying voltages and measuring the currentsover a frequency range of 10kHz–1MHz [54].
The current generation of Dartmouth’s EIT system consists of 64 electrodes whichare arranged circularly in groups of 16 having 4 parallel planes at differentdistances from the patient chest. Similar to the Sussex group the Dartmouth grouphave an examination table with a cylindrical cavity in which electrodes areembedded. However unlike the Sussex group’s flat electrode planner arrayDartmouth uses stepper motors to bring electrodes which are mounted on rodsinto contact with the breast [55]. This system injects AC current at 10kHz, 127kHz,1.13MHz, and 10MHz and the records the voltages [56].
The group were able to safely image 96 women and obtain the impedance spectra.Their results showed significant differences in the mean image conductivity fordifferent tissue types with the more significant differences occurring at highersignal frequencies. The group believed that this could be a result of reducedcontact impedances or because physiological variations in breast tissues are moreprominent in the higher frequency range [56].
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Previous testing had shown that when looking at the complete cross section of thebreast the reconstructed image includes regions of apparent electrode surfaceartefacts and 3D data to model mismatches. These appear as a layer of lowproperties near the boundary of the reconstructed images. [54]
1.7.5 The Duke University research group
Kim Hwa Lim et al of the Duke University research group reported results of a 2Dcircular electrode array EIT system for breast cancer detection that the group haddesigned. The system comprised of a cylindrical container housing thirty twostainless steel electrodes acting both as current source and measurementelectrodes injecting and reading an AC 100kHz signal. The system would obtaintwo voltage readings and a current reading [43].
The group later designed a 3D system for breast cancer detection. This systemcombined multiple circular arrays into a cone shape with 128 electrodes arrangedin seven concentric vertical tiers. The group believed that a cone-shaped EIT arrayoffers a better profile to image breast. The array has a greater number ofelectrodes at the top level gradually reducing in number as the levels go down.This means that higher spatial resolution can be achieved compared to acylindrical system because of the closer distance between electrodes and thebreast. In this system each electrode can act as a current source injecting an AC10kHz signal, measurement electrodes and can be grounded [57].
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Similarly to the Sussex system the Duke University group uses the four-electrodemethod which has two current drive electrodes and two voltage measurementelectrodes. Like the Sussex group they use a body temperature saline solution thathas conductivity similar to that of normal breast tissue to help conduct the signalsto and from the electrodes [58]. A known issue with a ring based electrode EITsystem is the closer to the centre of the imaged region the lower the resolution thesystem will be able to obtain. For improved resolution at the centre of the imagedregion the group selected electrode pairs in a fashion that the current flow willpass as much as possible through the centre region.
An example of this would be to select a source electrode on the uppermost level ofthe array while the sink electrode would be selected from the lowest level of theopposite side of the array. Initial phantom testing showed promising results fromthe experimental data collected, satisfactory 3D phantom tumour images werereconstructed showing good spatial information [57][58].
1.7.6 The Technical University of Gdansk
Wtorek et al of the Technical University of Gdansk designed a 3D system for breastcancer detection known as the TUGEM (Technical University of Gdansk Electro-impedance Mammograph) system. This system comprises of a hemispherical ringelectrode array 16cm in diameter, which is similar to the conical array of the Dukeresearch group.
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The array incorporates 64 compound electrodes fixed in four rows. Similarly to theSussex system the Technical University of Gdansk use a saline solution to aidconductivity to subject to be analysed [59].
The system uses the 4 electrode technique and can inject current and measure thevoltage or applies voltages and measure the current. To obtain the data for imagereconstruction the system injects an AC current input signal over a frequencyrange of 10kHz to 1MHz  and  takes a total of 2048 linearly independentmeasurements and digitises the samples using a 12 bit analogue-to-digitalconverter [59][40].
The group conducted a phantom study using the different materials. Plexiglasaluminium and a cucumber were chosen and cut into a cylindrical shapes with avolume of 2.3%, 2% and 0.5% with respect to the electrode array container. Theelectrode array container was then filled with a conductive solution and thesystem run.
The results show that all three materials with a relative volume of 2% can berecognisable albeit with without a high contrast between the material under testand the conductive solution. A major drawback to the methods used in this systemwas found to be that the accuracy of the contrast depends heavily on thepositioning of the material under test. [59].
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2.0 Project Definition
The project was to create a breast cancer scanner using signal analysis inconjunction with the traditional ultrasound to locate tumours and display theresults as a 3D image. The EIT system would initially scan the breast and then, bycombining this parametric data with the high-resolution images of ultrasound, givea more accurate analysis. The project required three signal analysis prototypes tobe built and one combined EIM and Ultrasound system.
The initial prototype tested that the control and signal functions can produce animage. The second refined any problems found within the first design and focusedon how best to position the components and layout of the boards. The thirdprototype should have had any problems with signal noise and imaging eradicated.Upon joining, the project was at the second prototype stage.
The prototype known as V2 did not generate a clear reconstructed image. Themain reason for this was believed to be that high levels of noise that was inherentin the system adversely affected the signal to noise ratio thereby makingreconstructing a clear image of a measured object impossible. In the nextgeneration of board to be known as V3 the issues affecting the image needed to beresolved so that a clear image could be generated with the EIT scan.
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My role within the project was to take this prototype which had already beencreated, test and analyse its performance and based on these results define wheregains could be made, then suggesting architectural improvements using bestpractices for the new design.
The version 2 iteration of the hardware had been laid out and manufactured byexternal contractors who did not release the circuit diagrams or board layoutarchitecture. I received limited schematic documentation and the V2 hardwarefrom which, before I started testing the hardware I would have to reverse engineerto be able to create new circuit diagrams of the circuit to work with.
2.1 A breakdown of the Sussex system
The Sussex whole system comprises of:
 An EIM System
 Ultrasound System
 A PC
 National Instruments System
 Stepper Motor
The interaction between the Sussex system components can be seen in Fig 2.0 andinteraction between the Sussex system and a patient can be seen in Fig 2.1.
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Fig 2.0 Shows the interaction of system components. A PC runs the software and controls
the NI chassis which in turn controls the hardware. Cards within the NI chassis handle the
signal generation, signal digitisation, image acquisition and motor control
Fig 2.1 Shows the intended interaction of the final Sussex system and a patient. The patient
will lie on a specially adapted table and the breast will be positioned into the EIM housing
which will be filled with saline at room temperature. The EIM planar array will be raised into
contact with the breast flattening the breast against it. The system will then run both an EIT
and ultrasound scan
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This project is focused specifically on making improvements to the EIM System,which is depicted in Fig 2.3. This system was based on Commercial-Off-The-Shelf(COTS) components, but also included a large number of in-house designedprinted circuit boards.
2.2 A breakdown of the Sussex EIM system
The Sussex EIM system uses a 4 electrode method for impedance detectionincorporating an 85 electrode planar array. Any two electrodes can be selected toapply current to the breast whilst two other electrodes that are within a selectedradius of the current drive electrodes are selected to detect the developedpotential.
The pattern of elected sense electrodes are chosen so only the strongest signals areread back to make up a clearer image. The system is required to operate betweenfrequency ranges of 100Hz – 10MHz [60]. 10MHz was chosen as the maximumfrequency as beyond 10MHz it becomes hard to find components that can handlethe bandwidth.
The Sussex system uses the Back-Projection [61] and the Newton-Raphson basedMethod for reconstruction of the image. This is what is known as the inversemethod. [62]. The Sussex group also customized a novel implemented mesh,regularization constraint and multiple frequency reconstruction method [63].
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The Sussex MK4 EIM system comprises of:
 A main board
 A daughter board
 A digital control board
 A PC
 National Instruments System
Fig 2.3 Shows a detailed breakdown of the EIM part of the system. A sine wave is generated
with the NI equipment which is then converted to a constant current on the daughter board
this current signal is then switched to different electrodes on the main board and on to the
planar array, the control of which is done on the digital control board. The daughter board
then receives the generated surface voltages which it differentiates and is then digitized by
the NI system and reconstructed on the PC
2.2.1 Main board:
The main board is where all the signal switching is done; it receives a positive andnegative constant current sinusoidal signal from the daughter board and switchesit through an ADG2128 device to the necessary electrodes. It simultaneouslyswitches the signals at receiving electrodes back through an AD8114 device to thedaughter board.
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2.2.2 Daughter board:
The daughter board receives a sinusoidal wave from the national instrument’sequipment. It then converts this signal to a positive and negative constant currentsignal through a VI stage, which it supplies to the main board. The daughter boardalso receives the digital switching data from the digital control board via a ribboncable. The daughter board then buffers the data, which then goes to the main boardand the switching device on the daughter board. The daughter board will receivethe two return signals from the main board and combine them through adifferentiator; the resultant output signal is connected to the national instrument'sequipment.
2.2.3 Digital control board:
The digital control board is an interface between the national instrumentsequipment and the daughter board. It buffers the logic data for the switchingdevices and it selects the CE (chip enable) lines for the devices on the main board.
2.2.4 National Instruments system:
The National Instruments (NI) system comprises of a NI PXI –10XX chassis, thishouses:
 An NI PXI-54XX 16 bit 40MHz function generator card.
 An NI PXI –51XX 14 bit 100MS/s Digitiser.
 An NI PXI-62XX M series multifunctional DAQ.
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The NI PXI –10XX chassis also connects to the digital board via an SCB-S68 box,the NI PXI-54XX function generator delivers the range of frequencies to thedaughter board. The NI PXI –51XX digitiser receives the final signal back from thedaughter board and digitises the information, which is then read by the PC.
The NI PXI-6259 M series multifunctional DAQ is the interface between thenational instruments system and the digital board. Each one of these cards is fixedinto the NI PXI –10XX chassis, which is controlled by a PC. The digitised signalfrom the NI PXI –51XX card is also read into the PC, which uses the information tocreate its image.
2.2.5 PC:
The PC uses LabView software to control the national instrument equipment andMatlab software to construct an image from the information gained during thescan. The PC can also look at each individual signal separately on a virtual scope,which can be used for fault finding and looking at the noise levels. The PC alsosends the logic that controls the switching on the boards.
2.3 Calibration
Once as much as possible has been done to reduce any noise generated by thesystems hardware and screen any external noise, signal calibration is used to filterany  signal noise still present in the system by using two calibration methods.
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Firstly the reciprocal measurements (inverting the driving/receiving pair ofelectrodes, or shifting the driving and receiving electrodes to a mirrored position)are compared to the original measurements with any disparity betweenmeasurements highlighting variations in electrode performance requiringhardware adjustments. The second method uses signal noise filtering bycomparison.
What this entails is taking the real and simulated measurements and comparingthem, if there is any disparity linear to changes in frequency and loading thensignal processing can be used to assist calibration and improve accuracy. Nonlinear disparity will require hardware adjustment [63].
2.4 Project information
The project was to re-design the V2 prototype and create and manufacture a V3prototype, eliminating any inherent issues in the previous design. The V2prototype was originally designed and built by the project team, who are made upof research and design engineers, not manufacturers. The project team reportedthat they were unable to reconstruct a clear scanned image.
This was mainly due to too much noise within the circuit. The signal to noise ratio(SNR) was so poor that the reconstructed image contained a large amount ofartefacts which made it impossible to differentiate the object being scanned fromthe background.
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Apart from potential issues caused by possible poor design and or layout of thePCB the noise problems may have been compounded by the fact that the boardshad been hand populated without using best practice manufacturing techniques.There appeared to be potential dry joints and general poor soldering.
The first thing I did was to have the V2 boards professionally built, using bestpractice manufacturing to eliminate possible build issues as contributing factor topoor results. These new V2 boards will then be used as the standard by which anymodifications are compared.
2.5 Project Specification
Firstly a new V2 prototype had to be built professionally and then evaluated. Usingthe information gained from testing the new V2 prototype, research andinvestigation into improvements had to be performed. The prototype then had tobe redesigned.
The board must have an improved SNR and be able to produce a clearreconstructed image of a scanned object. No specific target SNR value was given bythe project team. However the best SNR that the NI equipment being used wouldbe able to achieve in the system would be 60dB. Therefore 60dB was my target toachieve the best clearest possible image from a full scan of an object.
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The SNR of the professionally manufactured V2 prototype had not beenascertained at this point; however the perception was that it would still be poor.The same manufacturer and component types were chosen as used on the V2prototype populated by the project team. New V2 main and daughter PCBs neededto be created. These boards are both two-layer boards, which mean they only havetracking on the two outside surfaces and have no inner layers. The tracking wasleft the same for these new V2 PCBs though the boards were gold plated for betterconduction.
2.6 Main Project stages.
 Have new version 2 prototype boards professionally built, using bestpractice manufacturing techniques
 Test and evaluate the boards
 Research techniques that could be used to make improvements to theboards
 Implement design changes and have the new boards professionallymanufactured
 Re-test and evaluate the new design and compare with the previous design
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3.0 Testing
New versions of the V2 PCBs needed to be created; the bare boards weremanufactured by the external contractor who had initially manufactured them asthey had the necessary information to do so. The new V2 boards had the samelayout as previously, however with the addition of gold plating the contacts on theboard. A new manufacturing contractor which I had experience with was given thetask of populating the components on the PCB using best practice techniques.
Once the V2 circuit boards had been manufactured and been populated with allcomponents using best practice techniques it was ready for testing. At this stage ofthe project the national instruments equipment was not available, however anemulator board was available, which had been designed to control the switching ofthe units under test.
The emulator board was created by the project team in the early stages of theproject and was used by them to test the switching of channels until theyintroduced the national instruments system. In conjunction with the emulatorboard a function generator was used to create the sinusoidal signal and anoscilloscope was used to monitor the resulting waveform.
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3.1 Functionality
3.1.1 The test:
With the equipment set up, the functionality of the prototype then needed to betested. Each electrode would need to be checked to ensure it could send andreceive a signal. I did this by setting the prototype to send and receive a signal onthe same electrode thus checking the signal could travel throughout the entirecircuit as expected.
Fig 3.0 Shows a sample of the EIM main board circuitry. A constant current sine wave which
is generated on the daughter board is switched through the ADG2128 device to the electrode.
In its normal operation the system would then switch the signal read at a different electrode
through the AD8114 device. However as I wish to check that each electrode can be selected
both as a send and receive, for this test the send electrode is then switched through the
AD8114 device to check the complete circuit.
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3.1.2 Results:
Immediately after powering up the board the power supply started to current limitand a couple of diodes failed. Testing was suspended whilst the cause of thisproblem was investigated. After some investigation a number of minor issues werediscovered with the quality of the design and manufacture, once these werecorrected functional testing continued.
Although the signals were very noisy all but five electrodes could have the signalswitched through them. Of the five faults one signal was attenuated and four didnot make it to the daughter board. The sinusoidal wave comes from the daughterboard and goes to the ADG2128 devices on the main board, which are used toswitch the signal to the correct electrodes. The outputs of these devices are thenconnected to the electrodes. This is the point at which the signal would enter thebody. Each electrode is also able to receive signals. The electrodes are connected toan op amp which is used as a buffer and then the output of the buffer is connectedto the input of the AD8114 switching devices which control which return signal itwants to look at and switches it through to the daughter board (see Fig 3.0).
Further investigation showed that one of the AD8114 devices had failed during thetest and was not switching some of the channels through. During the test Iobserved that the AD8114 device was getting very hot which could explain whythe device had failed. Before testing the performance of the V2 prototype theheating effect of the AD8114 devices needed to be evaluated to see if it was anissue.
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4.0 Heat
The datasheet for the AD8114 device states that the operating temperature rangeis between –40C and 85C [64]. I devised a simple test whereby the temperatureof the device was recorded over a time period of 40 minutes, to observe thetemperature it reached. A thermocouple was covered in a heat conductingcompound and attached to the top of the AD8114 device. Starting from theambient room temperature in an air conditioned environment set at 24°C atemperature reading was taken at regular intervals from a calibrated digitalthermometer. Firstly the device was tested with no signal passing through it andthen it was left to cool and tested again with a signal switched through.
As can be seen in the results table 4.0 and represented in Fig 4.0, with no signalswitched through the device, the temperature of the device peaked at 71.2C whichis under the maximum running temperature, but it is still quite hot for a device inits quiescent state. What can also be seen in the table is that the results for thedevice, when a signal is switched thorough were stopped after 10 minutes. Thiswas done because the temperature of the device had nearly reached the device’smaximum operating temperature and was still rising. The test was stopped toavert yet more devices from failing.
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4.1 Heat effect test results
Table 4.0 V2 AD8114 Heat Effect Results
Time in Mins No signal With signalat ambient 25 26.50.5 32 46.61 37.5 53.22 45.2 623 49.7 674 52.7 71.85 55.1 74.66 57 76.47 58.9 788 59.7 79.39 61.2 8010 61.8 8111 62.8 Stopped12 63.613 65.514 66.215 67.616 67.517 68.418 70.419 70.120 69.121 6922 69.323 69.424 69.425 69.226 69.727 7028 70.229 70.330 71.231 70.932 70.833 70.734 70.835 70.836 7137 7138 67.139 67.540 67.5
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Fig 4.0 AD8114 Heat Effect Results
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In the opposite side of the board directly under each of the AD8114’s, an ADG2128is situated, this also gets hot during testing and it was necessary to determine ifthis was the device overheating and causing the AD8114 to get hot or vice versa.There are also ADG2128 devices on the board which are not situated beneath theAD8114 devices, I devised a test where the temperature of the ADG2128 devicewas recorded under different circumstances. Firstly an ADG2128 device that is notunder an AD8114 was tested without a signal being switched through and thenagain with a being signal switched through. Next an ADG2128 device that wassituated beneath an AD8114 device was tested with no signal being switchedthrough, and then with a signal switched through. These tests were done over aperiod of 10 minutes to prevent damage to the AD8114 device. The results of thesetests can be seen in table 4.1 and a graphical representation can be seen in Fig 4.1.
It is clear from the results of this test that the ADG2128 does not generate the heatof the AD8114. When an ADG2128 is separated from the AD8114 it clearly doesnot generate the same temperatures over the same time period as the AD8114both in its quiescent state and with a signal switched through it. With the ADG2128under the AD8114, the temperature it reaches both in its quiescent state and witha signal switched through are higher than the isolated device but clearly not in thetemperature region of the AD8114. This indicated that it is the AD8114 generatingthe excessive heat, and not the ADG2128 devices, however ways of reducing theheating effects of the ADG2128s should be researched, and more importantlybefore doing any further tests on the board ways of reducing the heat produced bythe AD8114 device needed to be investigated.
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Table 4.1 ADG2128 Heating EffectTime in Mins Not under AD8114 nosignal Not under AD8114with signal Under AD8114No signal Under AD8114with signalAmbient 24.7 28 28.8 28.90.5 26 33.9 32.5 35.21 28.8 34.9 36.5 37.12 34.5 36 41.4 43.33 37.7 38.4 43.8 45.84 39.9 40.6 45.9 485 41.6 42.2 47.8 50.16 43.1 43.2 49.7 53.77 44.1 44.5 51.1 59.48 45 45.3 51.9 60.99 45.5 46.3 52.5 62.210 45.9 46.6 53.5 63.1
Fig 4.1 ADG2128 Heating Effect
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4.2 Heating Effect
Initially it was necessary to investigate how to stop the AD8114 from generatingexcessive heat. The datasheet for the AD8114 device stated “To control enableglitches, it is recommended that the disabled output voltage be maintained withinits normal enabled voltage range (±3.3 V). If necessary, the disabled output can bekept from drifting out of range by applying an output load resistor to ground” [64].
As correcting the voltage supplies on the V2 prototype would take a great numberof modifications, I decided to first add modifications to tie all unused inputs andoutputs on the AD8114 to ground via a 1k resister. Then I carried out a test to seeif this would significantly reduce the heating effect of the AD8114 devices. The testwas carried out over the same time period as before and with the device in itsquiescent state and with a signal switched through. These results were thencompared with those carried out previously and the results can be seen in Table
4.2 and are graphically represented in Fig 4.2.
What can be observed from these results is that the readings of the board in itsquiescent state do not alter a great deal, whereas the readings taken of the devicewhen a signal was being switched through were greatly improved, and this time itdid not have to be switched off early due to overheating. Following from these newresults I decided that any changes to the power supplies would be designed intothe V3 prototype and not modified on the V2 prototype.
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Table 4.2 Heating Effect between Modified and Un-modified V2 Boards
Time inMins no signal With signal Unused O/P to gnd via a 1Kresistor no signal Unused O/P to gnd via a1K resistor With signalat Ambient 25 26.5 30 300.5 32 46.6 33 45.81 37.5 53.2 37.6 52.72 45.2 62 45.3 57.83 49.7 67 49.7 624 52.7 71.8 52.7 65.25 55.1 74.6 55 67.56 57 76.4 56.9 69.17 58.9 78 58.9 70.18 59.7 79.3 59.6 71.39 61.2 80 61 71.610 61.8 81 61.6 72.311 62.8 Stopped 62.7 72.612 63.6 63.5 7313 65.5 65.3 73.614 66.2 66 74.115 67.6 67.3 74.116 67.5 67.2 74.717 68.4 68 75.318 70.4 70.1 75.719 70.1 69.9 76.120 69.1 70 76.221 69 70.1 76.422 69.3 70 76.623 69.4 70 76.824 69.4 69.9 77.125 69.2 70 77.626 69.7 69.8 77.627 70 69.7 77.928 70.2 69.7 77.829 70.3 69.8 7830 71.2 69.7 74.731 70.9 69.4 74.832 70.8 69.3 7533 70.7 69.1 73.934 70.8 69 74.635 70.8 69 74.236 71 68.9 74.737 71 69 73.838 67.1 68.9 74.539 67.5 68.9 75.140 67.5 68.8 76
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Fig 4.2 Heating Effect between Modified and Un-modified V2 Boards
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5.0 Noise
With EIM, fairly large changes in conductivity within the area being analysed willonly generate comparatively small changes in voltage at the surface area. Smallerrors in the measured voltage, both random and systematic can cause large errorsin the calculated approximation of the conductivity distribution during the imagereconstruction process, thus limiting the resolution, accuracy, and sensitivity of theimage [65].
It is therefore crucial to remove any unwanted signals from the system. During thefunctional test it was obvious there was excessive noise in the circuit, therefore Ineeded to carry out a test on the main and daughter board at different stages to seeif there was any clear area that the noise was being introduced, in Fig 5.0 the stagesthat were evaluated can be seen. The stages that were evaluated were:
 The input of the daughter board  (TP1)
 The output of the VI stage (TP2)
 The input of the first switching device (TP3)
 The electrodes (TP4)
 The output of the buffer (TP5)
 The output of the second switching device (TP6)
 The input of the switching device on the daughter board (TP7)
 The output of the switching device on the daughter board (TP8)
 The differentiator on the daughter board (TP9)
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Fig 5.0 Shows a sample of the daughter and main board circuitry Highlighted in red are the
test points where the measurements were taken.
The test showed that large amounts of noise were introduced at the op amp buffersthe results of which are in Table 5.0 and the can be seen in Table 5.1 which showsscreen prints of the signal and noise level of the positive and negative input andoutput of the op-amp buffers. The top signal is the input signal to the daughterboard; the bottom signal is the one that is being measured. The test results alsoshowed large amounts of noise measured at the output of the differentiator device.
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However this could be because the device has a minimum gain of 10 and wasamplifying the noise that was already present in the circuit. Also as the electrodesare both acting as transmitters and receivers and therefore a much larger signalthan would be generated under its intended use was being read back.
The output of the differentiator clips as its input signal is so high (1V) and becausethe differentiator device has a gain of 10 but only a +/- 5V supply. This means thatthe noise is amplified by gain of 10 but the signal can only go to a gain of 5 beforeclipping and the noise swamps the signal. For preliminary testing the differentiatoroutput is ignored and the final signal readings where taken at the differentiatorinputs.
Table 5.0 Readings taken from test points highlighting noise levels
Test point NOISE Vrms AMPLITUDE Vrms SNR IN dB
+ Electrode 0.011 0.245 27.3
- Electrode 0.013 0.241 25.5
+ Op amp O/P 0.106 0.391 11.3
- Op amp O/P 0.078 0.371 13.6
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Table 5.1 Noise levels at electrodes and op-amp buffers
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5.3 Possible causes of noise generation
Noise reduction techniques needed to be investigated and the board reviewed tosee if any improvements could be made.  Due to the fact there was so much noise inthe later stages of the circuit, along with the limited equipment available at thetime, it was hard to distinguish which types of noise were affecting the circuit. Thenoise issue is not specific to EIT, it can be generated in any analogue and digitalcircuitry as such an investigation of noise generally found in mixed analogue anddigital circuitry was carried out. When implementing any design modificationsintended to improve the noise level however, the improvements would need to fitthe requirements of the EIM system.
5.3.1 Types of noise or interference
Internally generated:
 Thermal Noise
 Semiconductor noise (Shot noise)
 1/f Noise
 Coupling (inductive, impedance  and DC Power supply)
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External Noise or Interference:
These are externally generated interfering signals or stray pick up which can bemade up of:
 Mains Hum (50Hz) – This should not be an issue as the final system will bebattery powered to aid in reducing noise.
 Radio Frequency coupling
 Switching spikes – especially when switching inductive loads
5.3.1.1 Thermal Noise:
Thermal noise which is sometimes referred to as Johnson noise [66] or Nyquistnoise [67] is the random fluctuations in voltage created by the thermal agitation ofelectrons in a conductor [66]. The thermal noise level will usually vary inproportion with the temperature. This noise occurs over the entire spectrum andis independent of signal frequency. Cooling resistive and inductive componentsdown will help to reduce thermal noise and it is possible reducing resistance in thecircuit will reduce the thermal noise [68]. As seen in the previous temperaturetests performed on the V2 prototype the multiplexers in the circuit generated themost heat. If the improvements made to the V3 prototype are successful the heatgenerated by these devices should be reduced and by doing so thermal noiseshould be proportionally reduced.
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5.3.1.2 Semiconductor noise:
Semiconductor noise (Shot noise) initially discovered in 1918 by Walter Schottky[69] is similar to thermal noise except it is independent of temperature and isindependent of signal frequency for a fixed bandwidth. Shot noise is created byrandom fluctuations of the electric current of a conductor and is often an issuecrossing a potential barrier such as p-n junctions. [68][70][71]. I decided toperform an experiment to see if better performance can be obtained by replacingany semiconductor devices with alternatives to see if this could reduce this type ofnoise. The noise tests already performed on the V2 board highlighted the op-ampsas the area which generated the largest amounts of noise so alternative op-ampsshould be evaluated to see if this will improve the noise levels.
5.3.1.3 1/f Noise:
1/f noise is generated when a dc current is applied where there is imperfectcontact between two conducting materials causing the conductivity to fluctuate. Itoccurs in any device where two conductors are joined together. This type of noiseis known as 1/f (one-over-f noise) noise because it increases at low frequencies, it isalso referred to as low-frequency noise or flicker noise [70] as it is moreprominent at lower frequencies a high pass filter should aid in its reduction.
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5.3.1.4 DC Power supply coupling
Power supply coupling is the undesired coupling between subsystems via thepower supply connections. The noise caused by power supply coupling can causecrosstalk in digital systems. Decoupling can be used to reduce this effect. Localisedcapacitors are connected close to the supplies of any IC’s they act as a small,localised energy reservoir.
They take RF energy generated by rapid changes of current demand on the powersupply during switching, and then convey it to the ground return path, preventingthe voltage on the power supply rail from being pulled down by the momentarycurrent load.
Consulting the datasheets for the AD8114, ADG2128 and OPA657 devices theAD8114 supplies should be decoupled with 0.1F capacitors. The ADG2128 shouldbe decoupled with 0.1F in parallel with a 0.01F capacitor and the OPA657 deviceshould be decoupled with 0.1F in parallel with 2.2F capacitors. Examining theversion 2 boards showed that these devices were not decoupled correctly. Itappeared that the correct capacitor values were on the power rails but they wereall round the outside of the board and nowhere near the devices that they weresupposed to be decoupling [64] [72] [73].
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5.3.1.5 Capacitive coupling
Capacitive coupling is unwanted capacitance between two PCB tracks or wires thatare next to each other. Often one signal can capacitively couple with another whereinputs can pick up a sympathetic signal from a track nearby. To reduce thiscapacitive coupling, tracks where this effect is likely to occur should be kept apartand where this does not suffice add screening in between these tracks with aground plane. [74]. When examining the V2 board it was noted there are oftensignal tracks that run unnecessarily close to one another.
5.3.1.6 Inductive coupling
Inductive coupling occurs when currents flowing in conductors create magneticfields that circulate around the currents. This then generates voltages in any otherlinked conductors. To avoid Inductive coupling from occurring it is best practice toavoid large areas in circuit paths and to try and avoid closing the circuit in a loop.The addition of a ground plane will also help to reduce this effect [64][75].
The version 2 board has been designed with both power lines and analogue and digital
signal lines running around the board in a big loop. The project team had realised this
was causing a big problem and had cut the tracks in the PCB to try and eradicate it,
however there may still be a path through components and this could still be causing a
problem.
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5.3.1.7 Radio Frequency coupling
Radio frequency pick up e.g. mobile phones, radio and television signals etc cancause parts of the circuit to act as resonant circuits which can cause interferenceand noise. To help reduce this pick up use shielding, to try and avoid closing thecircuit in a loop, keep leads short and use ferrite beads [74]. As mentioned underthe heading “Inductive coupling” there could be a problem on the V2 main boardwith a circuit loop.
5.4 Noise and interference reduction techniques
5.4.1 ShieldingCritical areas of a circuit can be shielded by surrounding them with a conductiveexterior. Electromagnetic fields in that occur near a shield will either be reflectedor absorption by it as shielding provides a return path for filtered currents andprotects against direct field coupling. [75]
5.4.2 Filtering
Filtering is a useful way of removing noise from a circuit. Low pass filters can beused to remove noise that occurs above a certain frequency and high pass filterscan also be used to remove noise that fall below a certain frequency.
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There are several different ways of creating filters. The version 2 prototypecurrently has RC low pass filters with a cut off frequency of 300Hz at the output ofall op-amps, this will help remove frequencies 1/f noise and until the system isbattery powered, mains hum. The national instruments system has bandwidthlimiting of 20MHz to help reduce high frequency interference from the finalreading. Whilst looking at filtering on the V2 prototype it was observed that the RCfilter that precedes the differentiator had a cut off frequency of 15Hz. This wasdeemed far too low and replaced with a filter with a cut off frequency of 300Hz.
5.4.3 Power and Ground lines
Circuit boards with precision frequency analogue circuits should not share thesame grounds as digital circuits; this is because the digital ground noise may affectthe efficacy of the analogue circuits. Ground paths for the analogue and digitalcircuits should be separated to avoid common impedance coupling [76]. Examiningthe V2 boards showed that the analogue and digital circuits ground had beencommoned together.
Consulting the data sheet for the AD8114 and ADG2128 devices it was very clearthat a lot of the design rules were not being followed when laying out the V2 board.The first major issue was with the power supplied to the boards. The supplies onthe board are marked up as +5V analogue, -5V analogue, +5V digital and -5Vdigital.
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It was unclear as to why there would be a -5V digital as the digital supply is onlyever positive. The devices require the digital 5V supply to be separated from theanalogue +/- 5V supply. The V2 prototype was then examined to see what eachpower rail was supplying. It became clear that best practice had not been followed,instead of separating the analogue and digital supplies for each device the AD8114and ADG2128 had their supplies separated.
The ADG2128 was supplied with the rails marked digital +/- 5V and the AD8114and the op-amps were supplied with +/- analogue 5V. Both devices require adigital 5V supply that are used to control switching and analogue +/- 5V, which areused to balance the signal (see Fig 5.1). Having only one supply source for eachdevice and joining the analogue and digital supplies could have been inducingnoise. The ADG2128 board has a pad underneath it which is supposed to beconnected to a –5V supply. This was not being done and was compounded furtheras via holes were tracked under the device on the board, which the pad beneaththe board could pick signals up from.
5.4.4 Board layout
The datasheet for the AD8114 device suggests a 4 layered PCB for use with the device.
The data sheet states “unused regions of the four layers are filled up with ground planes.
As a result, the input and output traces, in addition to having controlled impedances, are
well shielded” [64]. This example was a good starting point but furtherinvestigation was needed into the best PCB layout for our requirements
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Fig 5.1 Shows the difference between the power rails on the V2 switching circuits and the V3
switching circuits. The V2 does not separate the power rails as the device data sheets
recommend whereas the V3 circuit follows the recommendations of the datasheets.
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.5.4.4.1 Ground plane
A ground plane acts as a common reference voltage and can provide shielding. Aground plane can also enable heat dissipation and reduces stay impedance bymagnetic field cancellation. Ideally a ground plane should be unbroken anddedicated as an entire layer of the PCB [75][76].
Having a large ground area adds distributed capacitance to all circuit components,
which aids in suppressing radiated noise. It is necessary to keep analogue and digital
grounds separate on the PCB and only connected at the power source [76].
5.4.4.2 Power planes
There are several reasons why having power planes on a PCB is preferable tohaving just tacked power lines. One possible problem with the V2 main board is aloop area in the circuit.
Power planes could help remove this problem as when return signals are on aplane immediately under a track, loop area is minimised. Power planes can alsoreduce crosstalk as it separates tracks and it can bring tracks and their referenceplanes closer together [77].
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5.4.4.3 Tracking
 Avoid running lengthy parallel tracks in close vicinity to each other to reducethe chances of inductive coupling
 Avoid lengthy tracks on neighbouring layers to reduce capacitive coupling
 If possible signal tracks requiring high isolation should be tracked on separatelayers. If this is not possible they should be tracked with a groundingsurrounding them
When a track needs to change direction it is best practice not to use a 90˚ angle butto change direction in stages Fig 5.2. This is because at sharp angles signalreflection can occur. It is also better for the etching process as the acid can eataway at the corners and in thin tracks can cause problems [78][76].
Fig 5.2 Shows an example of best practice tracking having 2 45 degree angles instead
of a 90 degree angle reduces signal reflection.
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5.5 Op-Amp Testing
After consulting the data sheet for op-amps and examining the board it was clearthat the devices were not being decoupled properly. I added modifications to asample of the op amps, which included adding a 0.1F and 2.2F capacitors inparallel to the positive and negative voltage rails, however this did not make anysignificant difference to the noise level. The next course of action was to trydifferent models and manufacturers of op-amps to see if the noise levels could bereduced. The op amps that were being used were OPA657’s manufactured by BB.
I tried several different makes and models of op-amps with a wide bandwidth andfast slew rate replacing the OPA657’s on the main board (OPA657 were also usedin the VI stage of the daughter board but did not seem to produce the samesymptom). The op-amps were then tested as part of the system, at 1kHz with a 1VPK-PK sinusoidal signal to see if any could improve on the signal produced by theOPA657. The readings were taken at the positive input to the differentiator (see
Fig 5.3). The op-amps chosen for the test were:
 OPA657
 OPA656
 OPA820
 LM6714
 LINEAR 6205
 LMH6702
 LMH6645
 LMV796
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Fig 5.3 Shows a sample of the EIM circuitry under test with the test point where
the measurements are taken highlighted in red and the op-amp being tested
circled in red.
The results from these tests can be seen in Table 5.1 and graphicallyrepresented in Fig 5.4. The signal to noise ratio was calculated using the
formula 20*Log10(Vrms / Noiserms).
Table 5.1 Op-amp SNR test results
OP-AMP NOISE AMPLITUDE SNRLINEAR 6205 0.02 0.588 29.367LMH6645 0.035 0.613 24.868LMV796 0.021 0.3 23.098LM6714 0.106 0.706 16.47LMH6702 0.081 0.488 15.599OPA656 0.125 0.706 15.038OPA657 0.25 0.637 8.124OPA820 0.519 1.01 5.7831
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Fig 5.4 Op-amp SNR test results
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 Out of the op-amps tested the LT6205 appears to have the best signal to noiseratio at 1kHz (green bar on Fig 5.4). The full scan of the system would be done overa range of frequencies from 1kHz to 10MHz. The higher the frequency the deeperthe signal will penetrate into the body. The results from each frequency range areused to build up an image.
Each frequency represents a different level of the final image each level is an imageof a different depth, these levels are added together to make a 3D representation.The op-amps therefore needed to be tested over the frequency range to find theop-amp that will work best over the whole frequency range.
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This test was done using the following op-amps:
 OPA657
 OPA656
 LINEAR 6205
 LMH6702
 LMH6645
The LMV796 was not tested further as it attenuated the signal too much andthe OPA820 SNR was too low. The OPA656 was kept as the project team hadasked for this specific op amp to be tested. The op-amps were tested at 1kHz,1MHz and 10MHz. This produced the results seen in Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and
Table 5.4.
Table 5.2 1kHz Op-amp SNR Test1kHz
OP-AMP NOISE in Volts AMPLITUDE in Volts SNR in dBLINEAR 6205 0.02 0.588 29.36694661LMH6645 0.035 0.613 24.8678486LMH6702 0.081 0.488 15.59869606OPA656 0.125 0.706 15.03789376OPA657 0.25 0.637 8.123988473
Table 5.3 1MHz Op-amp SNR Test1MHz
OP-AMP NOISE in Volts AMPLITUDE in Volts SNR in dBLINEAR 6205 0.08 0.713 18.99999086LMH6645 0.097 0.7 17.16652611LMH6702 0.222 0.631 9.073527696OPA656 0.294 0.775 8.419087442OPA657 0.403 0.925 7.216733732
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Table 5.4 10kHz Op-amp SNR Test10MHz
OP-AMP NOISE  in Volts AMPLITUDE in Volts SNR in dBLINEAR 6205 0.3 0.328 0.77505178OPA656 0.322 0.344 0.574051418LMH6645 0.313 0.331 0.485673125LMH6702 0.338 0.35 0.303026881OPA657 0.463 0.416 -0.92975321
The results of these three sets of tests show the Linear LT6205 to be the best overthe frequency range and comparable in price to the OPA657’s, therefore theOPA657’s that were fitted to the VI stage on the daughter board were replacedwith the LT6205’s. These op amps are depicted in Fig 5.5. At this point the NationalInstruments equipment became available, as this is the equipment that will run thefinal system I would use this equipment for testing from this point onwards.
Fig 5.5  Sample of the daughter board circuitry and the op amps which were updated
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With the op-amps on the daughter board replaced the previous test needed to berepeated to see if there is any improvement. The same op–amps as before wereused with the addition of the LT1880CS5 and LTC2054CS, as these two op-ampsare by the same manufacturer as the LT6205 they were therefore tested forcomparison purposes. In one case I replaced the buffer (see fig 5.3, ringed op-amp)by a direct link to determine what the base level noise would be without a buffer togive a baseline reading, however a buffer is required in the circuit to ensure theAD8114 device is not loaded. The results of these tests can be seen in Table 5.5.
The National instruments equipment has a lower bandwidth limiting than theoscilloscope, which may also improve the signal that is being read back. Theprogram for controlling the national instruments equipment allowed thefrequency to be adjusted between 1kHz and 10MHz but at the time did not allowfor an adjustment in the amplitude which was set to 2VPK-PK
Table 5.5 1kHz Op-amp SNR test with NI equipment
AT 1kHz
OP-AMP NOISE in Volts AMPLITUDE in Volts SNR in dBLTC2054CS 0.0009 0.55 55.72LT1880CS5 0.001 0.55 54.80Link 0.001 0.35 50.88LINEAR 6205 0.005 0.55 40.82LMH6645 0.007 0.55 37.90OPA656 0.01 0.55 34.80OPA657 0.03 0.55 25.26LMH6702 0.03 0.55 25.26
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It is clear from this experiment that at 1kHz the LTC2054CS gives the best result.These op-amps then needed to be tested at the other end of the scale to see if theycan handle the higher frequencies, at the time I was unable to test the noise leveleffectively with the national instruments equipment so the sinusoidal wave wasscrutinised visually. The results from these tests can be seen in Table 5.6 and thescreen prints of the tests can be seen in Fig 5.6, Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8
Table 5.6 1MHz op-amp SNR test with NI equipment
10MHz
OP-AMP AMPLITUDE QUALITYLINEAR 6205 20mV Clean signalLT1880CS5 5mV noisyLTC2054CS 4mV noisy
Fig 5.6 LINEAR 6205
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Fig 5.7 LT1880CS5
Fig 5.8 LTC2054
As can be seen from Fig 5.6, Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8 it is clear that the LT1880CS5 andLTC2054 are not good enough at the higher frequency. Therefore I decided to usethe LT6205 to replace the OPA657’s at this point.
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6.0 V3 Design
Using noise reduction techniques from research and the results of the investigationinto heat reduction and op-amps, a new PCB layout was created from myspecifications with the aid of manufacturing company’s draughtsman. The changesmade from these specifications on the V2 main and daughter boards to the V3main and daughter boards were:
 The version 3 boards were changed from the version 2’s, two layer boards tomulti-layer boards with separate ground, power, analogue signal and digitalsignal layers. These can be seen in Fig 6.0. The ground and power planes willhelp dissipate the heat produced by the ADG8114 devices. Having powerplanes instead of tracks around the board will also help reduce the chances ofmagnetic fields from being created. Also having analogue and digital signals onseparate layers helps reduce crosstalk.
Fig 6.0 New Board LayersDigital Supply / Digital / analogue Signal
Digital signal layer
A-5V
DGND
A+5V
AGND
Analogue Signal / Digital control
Analogue signal Layer
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 Ground infill is used to fill any unused area of the PCB and between signaltracks. Filling the unused areas of the PCB with ground infill will act as a shield,which will reduce the effect of external RF interference. Having ground trackin-between the signal tracks will help remove capacitive coupling
 Signal tracks were separated as much as possible to help avoid inductivecoupling
 Decoupling caps (specified in the device’s datasheets) are situated as close tothe supplies of the devices to avoid DC power supply coupling
 All unused inputs and outputs are tied to ground via a 1K resistor as stated inthe datasheet. As seen in the heat investigation this helps reduce the heatingeffect of the AD8114
The Gerber files of all these changes can be found in the Appendix
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7.0 Evaluation of version 3 Prototype
Once the design changer to the version 3 had been completed which involved theschematic changes to the circuit design as seen in Fig 5.1 and the layer and layoutchanges discussed in the previous chapter. PCB’s were produced and they werepopulated with components using the same processes as the version 2 boards. Theboards then had to be functionally tested.
7.1 Functional test
The functional test was the same functional test as performed on the version 2boards whereby each channel is switched through on itself to check each channelis working. When testing the functionality of the version 3 prototype there were afew issues discovered, all of which were in the main board.
Firstly several channels were not switching a signal through; this was discoveredto be caused by an error, made when laying out the PCB at the drafting stage. Oneof the ADG2128 devices had its chip ID tracked incorrectly which meant it had thesame ID as another chip on the board and therefore switched channels through atthe wrong time.
Cutting the incorrect tracks and using mod wire to connect the device to thecorrect tracks repaired this fault. Once this issue had been overcome there wasalso a further issue where on a few channels the signal was being attenuated. Thistranspired to incorrect value resistors being fitted as terminating resistors.
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This was corrected on the board and both issues were corrected in thedocumentation for the boards. Once both these issues had been overcome theboard functioned as expected. The next step was to test its performance.
7.2 Re-evaluate the heating effect
The next step was to perform the same temperature experiment on the V3prototype as was previously performed on the V2. I carried the experiment outunder the same conditions as before.
As can be seen in the results table 7.0 and represented in Fig 7.0, with no signalswitched through the AD8114 device on the V3 prototype the temperature of thedevice peaked at 43.8C compared with 71.2C on the V2 prototype. Originally onthe V2 board when a signal was passed through the AD8114 device thetemperature rose close to the maximum operating temperature of the device(85C) within 10 minutes and the experiment had to be stopped. When testing theheating effect of the device on the V3 prototype the temperature peaked at 51.8C.This is a much more acceptable operating temperature.
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Table 7.0 Re-evaluation of the AD8114 Heating Effect
Time V2 with no signal V2 with signal V3 no signal V3 with signal0 25 26.5 25.2 260.5 32 46.6 26 351 37.5 53.2 27.6 38.22 45.2 62 29.8 41.23 49.7 67 31.8 42.44 52.7 71.8 33.4 43.65 55.1 74.6 34.4 44.46 57 76.4 35.8 45.67 58.9 78 37.4 478 59.7 79.3 37.6 47.29 61.2 80 38 47.610 61.8 81 38.8 4811 62.8 Stopped 39.4 48.212 63.6 39.6 48.613 65.5 40 48.614 66.2 40.2 48.815 67.6 40.2 4916 67.5 40.6 49.217 68.4 41 49.618 70.4 41.4 49.619 70.1 41.4 49.820 69.1 41.8 5021 69 41.6 50.222 69.3 42 50.623 69.4 42.4 50.624 69.4 42.6 50.825 69.2 43.2 5126 69.7 43.2 51.227 70 43.8 51.628 70.2 43.2 51.829 70.3 43.2 51.830 71.2 43.6 51.631 70.9 42.6 51.432 70.8 43.4 51.233 70.7 43 51.434 70.8 42.6 5135 70.8 42.2 50.836 71 42.8 5137 71 43 5138 67.1 43.2 51.239 67.5 43 5140 67.5 43 50.8
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Fig 7.0 Re-evaluation of the AD8114 Heating Effect
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7.3 Signal test
The quality of the measured signals needed to be examined to see if they met thetarget of 60dB that had been set. Firstly the amplitude was measured andcompared over the set frequency range. These results were then compared withthe version 2 prototype, which had the modification gleaned from the noisereduction investigation performed upon it. The second step was to examine thenoise levels present on the board. Finally the signal to noise ratio was calculatedfrom these results.
7.3.1 Amplitude
For this experiment a sinusoidal signal over a range of frequencies was injected atthe input stage of the daughter board. The main board will be set to send andreceive the signal from the same electrode as for the + and – signals, eliminatingany external influences from affecting the readings at this part of the circuit.
The signal was then read at several stages throughout the circuit, measuring thesignal amplitude. The signal will be read at the output of the VI stage (TP1), theoutput of the main board AD8114 (TP2), the input to the daughter boarddifferential amplifier (TP3) and finally the output of the differential amplifier(TP4). This is depicted in Fig 7.1..
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Fig 7.1 Shows a sample of the EIM circuitry under test with the test point where
the measurements are taken highlighted in red.
For the output of the VI stage, the output of the main board AD8114 and the inputto the daughter board differential amplifier, the amplitude of the injected signalwill be 2V PK to PK. For the differential output reading the signal injected into thedaughter board input stage will be reduced to 250mV PK to PK as this device has aminimum gain of 10 and if its input is higher the signal starts to clip.
The lower input voltage will simulate the kind of signal the differentiator wouldget under when the electrodes are immersed in saline. To reduce the amount ofreadings needed, the readings were only being taken on the negative side of thecircuit, apart from the differentiated output, which incorporates both positive andnegative signals. Version 2 results can be seen in Table 7.1 and are representedgraphically in Fig 7.2. Version 3 results can be seen in Table 7.2 and arerepresented graphically in Fig 7.3.
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Table 7.1 Version 2 Results
Version 2
Frequency Amplitude
VI O/P Main board AD8114
O/P
Daughter board Diff
I/P
Daughter board Diff
O/P1kHz 0.623 0.552 0.56 0.985kHz 0.633 0.629 0.634 1.1810kHz 0.634 0.633 0.637 1.19350kHz 0.634 0.634 0.64 1.179100kHz 0.634 0.638 0.644 1.183500kHz 0.618 0.633 0.639 1.1841MHz 0.558 0.607 0.609 1.1375MHz 0.203 0.33 0.349 0.68110MHz 0.86 0.137 0.144 0.326
Fig 7.2 Shows the version 2 amplitude response to frequency. The amplitude appears
to be consistent until between 500 KHz and 1 MHz when it appears to tail off. The
Differential is higher as it has added gain
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Table 7.2 Version 3 Results
Version 3
Frequency Amplitude
VI O/P Main board
AD8114 O/P
Daughter board
Diff I/P
Daughter board
Diff O/P1kHz 0.61 0.546 0.549 1.6275kHz 0.623 0.619 0.621 2.00510kHz 0.623 0.624 0.623 2.06750kHz 0.625 0.624 0.624 1.946100kHz 0.627 0.629 0.629 2.013500kHz 0.618 0.629 0.63 2.0141MHz 0.518 0.618 0.618 1.9045MHz 0.273 0.488 0.484 1.60510MHz 0.127 0.275 0.279 1.096
Fig 7.3  Shows the version 3 amplitude response to frequency. Similar to the V2 The
amplitude appears to be consistent until between 500 KHz and 1 MHz when it appears to tail
off. The differential output is higher than that of the V2 as it has higher gain
The amplitude with respect to frequency at each stage was then plotted with V2results compared with V3 these can be seen in Fig 7.4 – Fig 7.7
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V2 Vs V3 V/I O/P
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Fig 7.4 V2 Vs V3 Main board AD8114 O/P
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V2 Vs V3 Daughter board differential input
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7.3.2 Noise
This experiment was set up in the same way as the previous amplitude experimentthis time a 1 kHz sinusoidal was injected at the input stage of the daughter board.The results can be seen in Table 7.3 and graphically represented in Fig 7.8.
Table 7.3 V2 Vs V3 With Respect to Noise at 1kHz
Noise
Stage V2 V3VI O/P 0.002 0.0002Main board ad8114 O/P 0.002 0.0003Differential I/P 0.008 0.0004Differential O/P 0.047 0.002
Fig 7.8 shows V2 Vs V3 with respect to noise at 1kHz, V2 generated more noise at the
op amps which is then amplified in the differentiator.
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7.3.3 Signal to noise ratioUsing the results from the amplitude and noise tests and using the formula20*Log10(Vrms / Noiserms) the signal to noise ratio was calculated. These resultsare compared in Table 7.4 and graphically represented in Fig 7.9.
Table 7.4  V2 Vs V3 With Respect to SNR
SNR IN dB
Stage V2 V3VI O/P 49.9 69.7Main board ad8114 O/P 48.8 65.2Differential I/P 36.9 62.7Differential O/P 26.4 58.2
Fig 7.9 V2 Vs V3 with respect to SNR, as seen in  Fig7.8 V2 generated more noise at the op amps which
is then amplified in the differentiator which is why V3 has better SNR
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Unfortunately this only represents the SNR at 1kHz as it was not possible at thetime to measure the noise levels at the higher frequencies as the software createdto run the test would not allow it. As a rough guide the signal to noise ratio wascalculated for all frequencies using the noise levels recorded at the 1kHz range. Ascertain types of noise such as thermal and shot noise are uniform over the wholefrequency spectrum these calculations can show how much these types of noiseare affecting the signal, however this will not represent other types of noise suchas 1/f .
It does appear from visually checking the noise in the signal during the test thatthere is more noise at the higher frequencies. Table 7.5 shows the signal to noiseratio at different stages of the version 2 prototype, the most important being thedifferential output, which is the last stage.
Table 7.5 Signal to Noise Ratio at Different Stages of the Version 2 PrototypeVersion 2Signal to Noise ratio in dBFrequency VI O/P Main board AD8114O/P Daughter board DiffI/P Daughter board DiffO/P1kHz 49.869 48.818 36.901 26.3825kHz 50.007 49.952 37.979 27.99510kHz 50.021 50.007 38.020 28.09050kHz 50.021 50.021 38.061 27.988100kHz 50.021 50.075 38.115 28.017500kHz 49.799 50.007 38.048 28.0251MHz 48.912 49.643 37.630 27.6735MHz 40.129 44.3496 32.794 23.22010MHz 32.669 36.713 25.105 16.822
Table 7.6 shows the signal to noise ratio at different stages of the version 3prototype.
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Table 7.6 Signal to Noise Ratio at Different Stages of the Version 3 PrototypeVersion 3SNRFrequency VI O/P Main board AD8114O/P Daughter board DiffI/P Daughter board DiffO/P1kHz 69.686 65.201 62.750 58.2075kHz 69.869 66.291 63.821 60.02210kHz 69.869 66.361 63.849 60.28650kHz 69.897 66.361 63.862 59.762100kHz 69.925 66.431 63.932 60.056500kHz 69.799 66.431 63.946 60.0611MHz 68.266 66.277 63.779 59.5735MHz 62.703 64.226 61.656 58.08910MHz 56.055 59.244 56.871 54.776
From these calculations a graph was created (Fig 7.10) plotting the differentialoutput signal to noise ratio across the frequency range (note the noise is calculatedfrom the 1kHz measurements only and is only a guide).
Fig 7.10 shows the differential output signal to noise ratio across the frequencyrange with version 3 within the 60dB target for the majority of the frequencies.
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At this point in the project the full scan software and prototype housing becameavailable. The prototypes were fitted into their water-tight housings and anorganic object (in this case a potato) was scanned to see if an image could becreated from them. Firstly I tested the version 2 prototype. Fig 7.11 is a picture ofthe organic object in the scanner head filled with saline. Fig 7.12 shows theresultant image obtained at a single frequency.
Fig 7.11 Organic object in the V2 prototype scanner head
Fig 7.12   A V2 reconstructed image of the first layer (closest to the surface) scan. A
representation of the potato should be clear in the top right hand corner, however due to the
system having a poor SNR artefact appear throughout the image masking the scanned object
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The image obtained by the V2 prototype is not very clear and is noticeably affectedby the poor signal to noise ratio. Fig 7.13 and Fig 7.14 shows the same test with theV3 prototype.
Fig 7.13 Object in the V2 Prototype Scanner Head
Fig 7.14 A V3 reconstructed image of the first layer scan. A representation of the potato is
clear in bottom of the image which is the desired outcome.
The V3 is prototype clearly produces a much clearer image. After these tests were
carried out the V3 prototype was passed to the system team for a more in depth
evaluation of the whole system.
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8.0 Conclusion
The main objective of the project was to design and manufacture a V3 prototypewith improved signal to noise ratio compared to the V2 prototype and that is ableto produce a clear image of a scanned object. Initially a V2 prototype had beenproduced by the existing group which functionally worked but generated so muchnoise that it was impossible to reconstruct a clear image of a scanned object. Verylittle in the way of documentation was available to me at when starting this projectso my first task was to reverse engineer the V2 prototype boards and generate newschematics from which to work.
Once these schematics had been generated and after an initial examination of theV2 prototype produced by the group it was clear that best practice manufacturingprocesses had not been used and after a discussion with the team I decided to haveprofessionally manufactured V2 prototype boards made. These new V2 boardswould then be used as the standard by which any modifications would becompared. The performance of new V2 prototype was evaluated, as expected theperformance was poor, with the system having a very low signal to noise ratio,however the data gained from analysing different areas of the circuit helpedidentify where the performance was being affected.
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In the case of the V2 prototypes large amounts of heat was being generated in theAD8114 devices used to switch the signals. This turned out to be due to the IC notbeing wired as specified in its datasheet. This included non used outputs not beingtied to ground and incorrect power rails being used. Modifications were made tothe V2 board to try and fix this issue, and the changes would be designed into theV3 prototype. The greatest contributor to noise appeared to be the op amps usedto buffer the signal after the electrode this noise is then amplified later on in thedifferentiator. Other issues around board layout and decoupling were alsohighlighted.
Once the problem areas had been identified I carried out research on ways toimprove the circuit. Based on research into noise reduction techniques,improvements that could be made to the problem areas highlighted during testingon the V2 board where implemented. Further performance testing was carried out,including the testing of some of the components used on the board andcomponents that were found to increase performance were fitted, anyimprovements that it was not possible to incorporated for testing on the V2prototype where designed into the V3 prototype for evaluation.
The V3 prototype boards were professionally manufactured by the same contractelectronic manufacturing company as populated the components on the V2, thismeant that the same manufacturing processes were performed for each andtherefore any differences in performance between the V2 and V3 boards would notbe influenced by the build process.
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The performance of the V3 prototype was evaluated and the results showed that the
signal to noise ratio of the V3 prototype has been greatly improved from that of the V2
prototype. A target was set of reaching a SNR of 60dB as this is the best the system can
measure. The results show that the V3 prototype meets or exceed a SNR of 60dBs over
the majority of the frequencies and only falls below that threshold when the frequency
exceeds 1MHz and drops to a minimum of 54dBs at 10MHz as seen in table 7.9.
The system was able to perform a full scan of an object which resulted in a clearly
defined and much clearer reconstructed image than it had been possible to obtain with
the V2 prototype as can be seen in Fig 7.12 and 7.14. Due to these results I believe that
the project can be considered as a success, however there is still room for improvement.
8.1 Future work
Further investigation to the EIM system performance needs to be performed andaccurate SNR readings over the whole frequency range need to be recorded andanalysed to see where improvements can be made. The EIM system needs to beintegrated with the other parts of the system and phantom testing needs to becarried out and image reconstruction analysed.
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Appendix
94
Fig 9.0 Diagram depicting the new PCB layout. The Gerber’s for each layer can be found
overleaf
95
Fig 9.1 Top track layer
Fig 9.2   analogue ground plane
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Fig 9.3  +5V analogue plane
Fig 9.4 Inner track 3
97
Fig 9.5 bottom track  layer
Fig 9.6 -5V analogue plane
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Fig 9.7 Inner track 1
Fig 9.8 Inner track 2
